WIRELESS
PRESENTATION
SYSTEMS
Williams AV successfully blends audio and video expertise into truly innovative AV solutions with the introduction of
the Presenter HUB and Audio Presenter HUB wireless presentation systems.

PRESENTER HUB
PRESENTATION SYSTEM
Features an integrated video hub that supports both wired USB and HDMI video components (cameras, computers
and media players) and wireless mobile devices using Airplay®, Google Chromecast and Miracast™. Outputs include
HDMI, supporting up to 4K, and streaming to browsers.
Note: Miracast is not available in all countries. Please check with your local Distributor.

The Presenter HUB performs as a multi-faceted presentation system, allowing annotation and highlighting capabilities
on any live video source, as well as providing a digital whiteboard on demand. With the intuitive, icon-based toolbar
app available for iOS and Android, using the system is as easy as pushing a button. The toolbar app offers easy toggling of your presentation, slide control, and the ability to change input sources “on the fly”.

AUDIO PRESENTER HUB
PRESENTATION SYSTEM
Incorporates all the functionality of the Presenter HUB -- then adds audio to the mix, delivering industry first, truly
wireless, audio + video connectivity. This system makes it easy to add wireless devices to your meeting room presentations: Combine a conference call with a PowerPoint simply by connecting your phone to the Bluetooth (via the
included B-WAP Bluetooth wireless access point) and wirelessly casting your laptop to the room display.
The Audio Presenter HUB features an integrated mixer with DSP functions, including Acoustic Echo Cancellation. The
mixer includes four inputs (two mic/two line), two line outputs and two 25-watt amplifiers. The patent-pending design
allows for integration of the B-WAP into the ceiling above your workspace, allowing for connection of Bluetooth
devices covering up to a 100-foot range, minimizing distance limitations and signal blockage.
Installation of the B-WAP is as simple as running one Cat 6 cable back to the
Audio Presenter HUB controller.

AUDIO PRESENTER HUB BUNDLE
PRESENTATION SYSTEM
This complete wireless presentation package includes the Audio Presenter HUB system, plus (2) SPK 035 speakers
and (2) MIC 104 conference microphones.
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